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The November 1985 Summit 
Its Meaning and Its Promise

By Herbert Aptheker
The holding of the Summit, November 19-21, and 

the results obtained thereat, represent a notable vindi
cation of the theory of peaceful co-existence. President 
Reagan was forced to the Summit, despite his own 
hardly-concealed reluctance and the deep splits in his 
own Administration — illustrated by Defense Secretary 
Weinberger’s desperate last moment effort to sabotage 
the meeting.1

Reagan was forced there by the vast peace move
ment in Western Europe and in the United States; by 
tendencies within elements of ruling circles in the 
U.S., (including both major parties); by the dramatic 
and imaginative efforts for peace by the Soviet Union 
and the Warsaw Pact Powers as a whole; and by deep
ening crises — economic and political — in the impe
rial fabric of U.S. monopoly capitalism, from Central 
America, to the Philippines, to the Mid-East.

The results announced at the Summit help reverse 
the very serious deterioration in U.S.-Soviet relations 
in the past five Reagan years. They make possible a 
resumption of a policy of detente. The entire Goebbels- 
like anti-Sovietism of Reagan and the freezing of the 
Cold War atmosphere have been set back.

Of course, the agreements fell short on several 
counts: Reagan did not respond, for example, to the 
testing moratorium unilaterally announced last August 
by the USSR; he did not abandon the maniacal Star 
Wars project (though the Statement does affirm the de
sire “to prevent an arms race in space and to terminate 
it on earth”), and the Statement leaves unmentioned re
newing Salt II (required in January, 1986).

But in the Statement, Reagan-Gorbachev “agreed 
about the need to improve U.S-Soviet relations and the 
international situation as a whole.” They pledged “to 
seek common ground on existing problems.”

The Statement spoke of this common ground as 
“including the principle of fifty percent reduction in the 
nuclear arms” of the two powers, though here difficult 
details remain to be negotiated. They agreed, also, to 
the idea of a nuclear-freeze understanding.

Commitment to non-proliferation of nuclear weap
ons was affirmed, and both expressed keen interest in 
furthering work on measures to prevent accidental war. 
The Statement was quite strong in regard to banning 
chemical weapons and the destruction of existing 
stockpiles — something long urged by the Warsaw 
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Powers and vehemently opposed until quite recently by 
Washington.

The Statement spoke positively of negotiations un
der way in Vienna to reduce conventional weaponry. In 
this connection, the USSR again unilaterally gave the 
lead recently when it withdrew 20,000 troops from 
Eastern Europe. The Statement even offered adherence 
“to the principle of the non-use of force."

The agreement on additional consulates, on en
couraging air-travel, tourism, cultural, scientific and 
educational exchanges all reflect, also, a return to the 
essence of detente. This is emphasized by the 
agreement concerning mutual visits in the next two 
years by the leaders of the two states; it is re-enforced 
by the promise to increase visits of respective cabinet 
members and other high-level experts.

The agreement (together with Japan) on eliminat
ing overflights in Soviet airspace in the Pacific was a 
specific step in reversing a policy of provocation.

The heart of the Joint Statement —made joint, the 
press reported, despite objection from Reagan — is in 
this heartening paragraph:

The sides, having discussed key security 
issues, and conscious of the special responsibi
lity of the USSR and the U.S. for maintaining 
peace, have agreed that a nuclear war cannot 
be won and must never be fought. Recognizing 
that any conflict between the USSR and the 
U.S. could have catastrophic consequences, 
they emphasized the importance of preventing 
any war between them, whether nuclear or 
conventional. They will not seek to achieve 
military superiority.”

One understands why the Weinberger group feared 
this Summit. Instead of "prevailing" in a nuclear war, it 
affirms that such war “cannot be won” and instead of 
the the mad effort to gain military predominance, both 
sides specifically affirm, “they will not seek to achieve 
military superiority.”

One can hear the gnashing of the teeth from such 
fanatical Right-wingers as not only Weinberger, but 
also Patrick Buchanan and George Will and Norman 
Podhoretz, et al.

This Statement is, certainly, a guide to action; in
deed a call for action and the beginning of a process of 
re-invigorating detente.

The peace movement of the United States, and of 
the world, must persist in and enlarge its demand for a 
pledge of no-first use of nuclear weapons from the 
U.S.; a cessation of nuclear-weapons testing by the 
U.S. and a continuation of Salt II. We in the U.S., in
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addition, must demand a halt to counter-revolutionary 
support by Washington in Central America, in South 
America, in the Mid-East, in Afghanistan, in the Phil
ippines and in South Africa. We must demand, with 
added urgency, a wiping out of the deficit by the sharp
est reduction in military expenditure and particularly 
the scrapping of the extremely dangerous Star Wars 
project. This faces and will face the bitter opposition of 
the profit-hungry military-industrial complex and it is 
past due that the people of the United States, through 
the process of nationalization, moved to eliminate that 
sinister force.

The Joint Statement emanating from the Novem
ber 1985 Summit is a positive force in favor of peaceful 
co-existence. Such co-existence, to be achieved, de
pends on struggle; the implementation and extension of 
that Statement also will depend upon intensified mass 
activity by all anti-war forces in the United States.  
■Reagan opposed.the Limited Test Ban Treaty, 1963

the Non-Proliferation Treaty, 1968 
The ABM Treaty, 1973 
the Peaceful Nuclear Explosion 
Treaty, 1978 
Salt I and Salt II.
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by Edith Beck
She walked the earth but briefly
Yet her spirit enveloped the world.
Her lovely young face, like a blythe spirit 
Will be carved in our memories forever.
“I’m afraid of the bomb,” she spoke softly yet strong. 
From Maine to Moscow, from her playground and her 
classroom
She carried her fears to far away Moscow.
She talked, played and danced with the Russian chil
dren.
Hey there—just like my American friends!
And they, too, fear the bomb. They, too, want to live. 
We want to live — We want a world!
“We don’t want war, said Andropov.
“If you don’t want war, why do we build more 
bombs?”
“Tell the American children; tell the American mothers 
and fathers

I promise that Russia will not start a war. 
We will never be the first to drop the bomb!”

And she came back and told us all that she saw and 
experienced—
And Andropov promises—
She lived but shortly. We cannot tell 
the woman she might have been.
We only know the lovely, thinking child she was. 
“The Ambassador for Peace,” we called her.
The lovely, smiling, tender - yet strong spirit that enve
loped the world.
A lovely tribute to the beauty and strength of life 
So will we remember Samantha!



Basic Policy of the Government t
Is the Root of Evil!

By Meir Vilner 1
The following aricle by Meir Vilner, General 
Secretary of the Communist Party of Israel, is 
excerpted from a speech delivered to the Central 
Committee of the CPI on May 30, 1985.

What is the basis of the policy of the Alignment 
(Labor)-Likud government? The war minister, Yitzak 
Rabin, in an interview with the Sunday Times on May 
26, 1985, which was published in the Israeli press on 
the next day, 5/27/85, defined the basis as follows: “A 

consensus exists between the Labor Party and the 
Likud, according to which Israel will never ccon- 
sent to the establishment of a Palestinian state. 
Such a state will constitute a catastrophe, a time 
bomb.”

And further:
“To talk to Arafat means to accept the prin

ciple of an independent Palestinian state between 
Israel and Jordan, and we will not reconcile our
selves with that under any circumstance at all. I 
will not hold any talks with the PLO.”

Rabin proposed to establish a joint Jorda
nian-Palestinian state, but as he says, “Every 
peace agreement must be signed between Jordan 
and Israel.”

And finally:
“Such a Jordanian-Palestinian state is liable 

to include considerable parts of the West Bank 
and the Gaza Strip. However, Israel persists in 
holding a defense line along the river Jordan.”

In other words — in the military respect Israel will 
continue ruling over the whole area of the West Bank.

This consensus between the Likud and the Align
ment against the establishment of a Palestinian state, 
against the withdrawal from all the territories which 
Israel has occupied since 1967 is what has brought into 
existence the Alignment-Likud government. Labor and 
Likud fight amongst themselves but in the end they be
come reconciled. It is impossible to explain the exis
tence of the government of Peres and Shamir as cling
ing to their seats. Indeed, this motivation also exists but 
it is secondary to their having a similar attitude and po
sition on basic political questions.

The consensus in policy of the Alignment and the 
Likud will be still better understood if we quote the 
words of the present Prime Minister, Shimon Peres, on 
the matter of an international conference for the estab
lishment of peace in the Middle East. His argument 
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against such a conference, which is proposed by the 
Soviet Union and the UN, is the question of the partici
pation of the Soviet Union. We oppose, he said, the 
participation of the Soviet Union because it supports 
the “extremist Arab positions,” and demands of Israel 
to withdraw from all the territories occupied in the June 
1967 war. He does not even say, as Mapam leaders try 
to explain, that Israel, or at least the Alignment, docs 
not agree to an international conference with the partic
ipation of the Soviet Union because there are no diplo
matic relations between it and Israel; and that if diplo
matic relations were resumed, they would consent to an 
international conference with Soviet participation. It 
may be assumed that if the Israeli government would be 
prepared to go to an international conference under the 
auspices of the UN, with the participation of the Soviet 
Union and the United States, and also the PLO. as the 
sole legitimate representative of the Palestinian Arab 
people, and all the sides involved in the conflict — that 
this would be a step forward in the matter of resump
tion of diplomatic relations. Such an agreement on the 
part of Israel under today’s conditions would mean a 
change in Israeli policy.

At the 1977 Geneva Conference on the Middle 
East, which took place under the aegis of the United 
Nations, the Soviet Union and the United States served 
as co-chairmen. Israel participated at the conference to
gether with the Soviet Union, although the Soviet Un
ion had the same political position which it has today, 
and despite the absence of diplomatic relations at that 
time, too, between the Soviet Union and Israel — rela
tions which had been severed consequent upon the Is
raeli aggression in June 1967. It must be remembered 
that at the Geneva conference not all the sides involved 
in the Middle East conflict took part. From among the 
Middle East states only Israel, Jordan and Egypt partic
ipated. There were no Palestinian representatives nor 
any representative. o£ Syria and other Arab states.

, Therefore if Israel would consent to an international 
I conference with the composition which is proposed to

day, and not only the same composition as at the 1977 
Geneva Conference, that is to a conference with Pales
tinian representatives on an equal basis with the other 
delegations, then this too would signify a change in Is
raeli policy. .

Indeed, it must be remembered that the plan of the 
Geneva Conference was to widen the scope of partici
pation in the conference. On October 1, 1977 the for
eign ministers of the Soviet Union and the US, Gro
myko and Vance, signed an agreement, in accordance 
with which the Geneva Conference should be assem-
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bled in December of that year, with the participation of 
a united Arab delegation, in which the PLO would have 
been represented on an equal basis. This was a compro
mise in order to go on with a genuine peace process. 
However, as is known, the US withdrew from the 
agreement. Begin and Sadat rejoiced and had even de
manded this retreat. This torpedoing of the Geneva 
Conference was the beginning of the Camp David plot 
against a comprehensive, just and stable peace, against 
the Palestinian people and its right to self-determin
ation and an independent state. The American retreat 
from the signed agreement with the Soviet Union was a 
link in the process of the United States generally aban
doning the policy of detente in international relations.

Let us examine the significance of Shimon Peres’ 
argument for his opposition to the participation of the 
Soviet Union in the solution of the Middle East con
flict: that is, the position of the Soviet Union in relation 
to the essence of a solution. Peres’ position is really 
absurd. The United States holds a position which is op
posed to the position of the Soviet Union. The U.S. is 
opposed to the establishment of a Palestinian state 
alongside the State of Israel. It follows, therefore, that 
while the Soviet Union does not accept the position of 
the United States and Israel on the issue of the Middle 
East conflict, it has no right to participate in its solu
tion. However, no one demands of the U.S. or Israel to 
accept beforehand the position of the Soviet Union as a 
condition for the convocation of the international con
ference.

The truth is that the U.S. and Israel are not inter
ested at all in a real, just and comprehensive and stable 
solution of the Israeli-Arab conflict. They are inter
ested in leaving our region in the nature of a powder 
keg. This is part of the global policy of American impe
rialism, which has become especially conspicuous in 
the days of the Reagan administration.

There is yet another important aspect with regard 
to the international conference. There are some who try 
deceitfully to obscure the issue. These persons also 
speak about an international conference, but mean by 
these words something different at all. This is true, for 
example, of some of the leaders of the Israeli “Progres
sive List.” They support the Arafat-Hussein accords 
and what is called the “Mubarak initiative,” that is to 
say the setting up of a joint Jordanian-Palestinian dele
gation (in which the Palestinians selected for that pur
pose must be appointed with the agreement of the 
U.S.A, and Israel.) At Camp David, too, Carter, Sadat 
and Begin had concluded among themselves all the 
matters concerning the Middle East. They then cyn- 
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ically invited the Soviet Union to set its signatures to 
their already determined conclusions. Of course the So
viet Union refused to sign an agreement that does not 
recognize the right to self-determination of the Pales
tinian people and its representative — the PLO. Reality 
has proven that this agreement had been a preparation 
for the Lebanese war and the realization of the Ameri
can intention to build up an Israeli-Arab military bloc 
under American control, against the national liberation 
movements, the independent states and against the So
viet Union. Now the Americans attempt, with the help 
of Hussein, Mubarak and Peres to realize their plan in a 
similar way. After concluding the deal among them
selves as a version number 2 of Camp David, they 
promise “graciously” to invite the Soviet Union to sign 
what will have been concocted by them. They will even 
term this an “international conference.” This is deceipt 
and throwing sand into the eyes.

This matter must be clearly explained to the pub
lic. One must explain the essential difference between 
an international conference under the auspices of the 
UN, with the participation of the Soviet Union and 
U.S.A, and all the involved sides, including the PLO 
and Israel on one hand; and on the other hand a new 
American plot which would only complicate the situa
tion in the Middle East, as the Camp David deal had 
done.

On December 4, 1984 the General Assembly of 
the U.N. renewed the decision of December 1983, 
which calls for the convocation of a peace conference 
for the Middle East under the auspices of the U.N. In 
Israel activity was unfolded, mobilizing public opinion 
to support such a convocation as the only way to estab
lish a comprehensive, just and stable peace in our re
gion. But this activity is still too narrow. Our Commu
nist Party and the Democratic Front for Peace and 
Equality(DFPE), together with other peace loving 
forces must find the suitable forms for mobilizing the 
widest possible public opinion for supporting an inter
national conference and against the policy of undermin
ing the peace effort by the Israeli government, Arab 
reaction and the U.S. administration. Whoever opposes 
an international conference with the participation of the 
Soviet Union and the central factor in the conflict — 
together with Israel the representatives of the Palestin
ian Arab people, the PLO — acts against peace. The 
alternative to an international conference under U.N. 
auspices and to a joint solution is the continuation of 
wars in our region.

ABOUT THE SITUATION WITHIN THE PLO!
The situation within the PLO is extremely diffi-
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independent Palestinian state alongside Israel. The de
cisive majority of states of the world support this.

The experience of the struggles of the national lib
eration movements after the Second World War proves 
that in spite of the fact that there may be along with 
periods of high tide also periods of ebb; and that in the 
end they emerge victorious and achieve their just aims. 
There is no doubt but that the national liberation move
ment of the Palestinian Arab people, just as that of 
Namibia in southern Africa will attain its objective: the 
realization of the just national rights including the es
tablishment of independent Palestinian state alongside 
the State of Israel. A just solution of the Palestinian 
question, which is the center of the Israeli-Arab con
flict, is also the real interest of the Israeli people, the 
interest of peace and safety of both peoples.

THE INTERNATIONAL SITUATION TODAY!
After the re-election of Ronald Reagan to the pre

sidency of the United States in November 1984, there 
were some people who thought that in his second term 
the Republican administration would improve the rela
tions with the Soviet Union in some measure. These 
assessments very quickly proved wrong. As against 
that, the Soviet Union exerts vast efforts in order to 
relax international tension and unceasingly initiates 
peace proposals. However, the Reagan administration 
acts in an opposite direction; in the direction of sharp
ening the confrontation with the Soviet Union in all 
spheres and and all regions. The global policy of Wash
ington also prevents a solution of the conflict in the 
Middle East and the establishment of peace in this re
gion, already saturated with gunpowder.

In the Soviet Union the meeting of the Soviet and 
American war veterans on the river Elbe was given 
much prominencee when the 40th anniversary of the 
joint victory over nazi Germany was marked. The gen
eral secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Un
ion, Mikhail Gorbachev, sent them a special greeting in 
which he pointed out the military contribution of the 
Americans, French, British and other armies and also 
of the partisans of many people towards the joint vic
tory over nazi Germany. Reports about a possible sum
mit conference between Gorbachev and Reagan were 
published. But the facts prove that not only is there no 

t change for the better in American policy, but that it has 
become still more aggressive. Washington sabotages 
the Soviet-U.S. negotiations in Geneva about the strat
egic weapons and the prevention of "Star Wars”; sharp
ens the acts of aggression against Nicaragua and Af
ghanistan; and initiates designs for new wars in the 

(Continued on page 14)

cult. The divergencies of views are sharp. The restitu- i 
tion of unity on the basis of a correct political plan, on < 
an anti-imperialist basis and the assurance of Palestin
ian independence, is the interest not only of the Pales- i 
tinian people, but of every one interested in advancing 
the cause of peace in the Middle East.

In Damascus, a committee for Palestinian National 
Salvation has been set up, including the dissidents of 
Fat’h-A-Saika, the organization of Ahmed Jibril and 
others. The Committee also includes the Popular Front 
headed by George Habash. This organization is also a 
component in the Democratic Alliance, together with 
the Palestinian Communist Party, the Democratic Front 
headed by Na’if Hawatmeh and the Front for the Liber
ation of Palestine. The supporters of Arafat agreed to 
discuss with the Alliance the introduction of correc
tions in the Aman agreement between Arafat and Hus
sein. The Palestinian Communist Party, the Demo
cratic Front and also others replied to this that it is 
altogether impossible to discuss matters on the basis of 
the Aman agreement; that it is impossible to “correct” 
it, and that it must be cancelled.

The Aman agreement expresses a deeper devel
opment. We have here before us a class phenomena. 
The big Palestinian capitalists have become integrated 
into the economy of the pro-imperialist Arab countries, 
and the Palestinian national cause is not close to their 
hearts — and to their business affairs. These circles 
influence a part of the Fatah leadership. Such circles 
are also in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip and they 
sound the defeatist opinions and say that “one must 
save what can be saved; otherwise we will lose every
thing. . . .”

Very damagingly, the struggle between the sup
porters of the Fat’h and the supporters of the other or
ganizations has very much sharpened also in the occu
pied territories, consequent upon the Arafat-Hussein 
accords. The situation in the occupied territories is a 
reflection of the general situation in the PLO today.

An objective evaluation must negate all the defeat
ist attitudes. In our period the cause of the Palestinian 
Arab people is firmer than in any other historical pe
riod. Never before have the national rights of the Pales
tinian Arab people been recognized more by the inter
national community than today. The PLO has been 
recognized as the sole representative of the Palestinian 
Arab people by the U.N. The Soviet Union and all the 
socialist countries put their whole weight on the scales 
in order to bring about the establishment of a compre
hensive, just and durable peace in the Middle East, one 
of the foundations of which is the establishment of an
November/Deceinber 1985
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Soviet But Not Russian

Casualty of Cold War
“The first casualty when war comes” remarked 

Senator Hiram Johnson in 1917, “is truth.” This 
statement holds for the cold war of the past 40 years as 
much as for any any hot war — more perhaps, because 
there has never in all history been such a lengthy, so
phisticated, and intense campaign of deceit and falsifi
cation as there has been in the U.S. media against the 
Soviet Union. And perhaps the greatest falsehood of 
them all has been in portraying the USSR as a “Rus
sian” empire that has conquered numerous other peo
ples — Ukrainians, Byelorussians, Lithuanians, Latvi
ans, Jews, Uzbeks, and scores of others and held them 
in captive slavery.

It is this falsehood, so deeply imbedded in U.S. 
minds, to which Mandel addresses himself in his latest 
book. Mandel is not by any means a novice on the topic 
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By Michael Doran
"Soviet But Not Russian," by William M. Man- 
del, The University of Alberta Press and Ram
parts Press, Palo Alto, Calif. 382 pp., paper, 

$10.00.
“Naturally, it was impossible for us all to go to 

school. To begin with, you had to pay and then you 
needed what to live on.... Those were under terrible 
conditions of semi-starvation. . . . The mass of peo
ple. . . . just didn’t make it through school.”

The speaker was a Latvian, Dr. Jonas Macevicius, 
head of the Department of Philosophy, Law and Socio
logy of the Lithuanian Academy of Sciences, describ
ing on tape to author William Mandel what life was like 
in pre-Soviet Lithuania (before 1940) and how different 
it is today. Macevicius spoke of his twelve brothers and 
sisters. “Most of them died. The doctor wasn’t called. 
Only folk remedies. Those who got past the illnesses 
survived, and those who didn’t died. To call a doctor 
cost five leetu. That was a lot — on five leetu I lived 
seven days, sometimes more.” A majority of the fac
ulty, he said, was of similar peasant origin.

The passage from Mandel’s new book, Soviet But 
Not Russian (Univerersity of Alberta Press; Edmonton, 
Canada, and Ramparts Press; Palo Alto, Cal; $10), 
brought to my mind the annual cold war ritual in our 
country known as “Captive Nations Week” — an event 
that evokes the usual statements from anti-Soviet poli
ticians about “liberating” these lands from “commu
nism” and returning them to their former days of “free
dom.”

of the USSR. The author of six previous books on that 
country, he has visited the Soviet Union ten times since 
he first lived and studied there in 1932-32. He has jour
neyed to all 15 Soviet republics, most of them more 
than once. He has travelled by plane, train and rented 
car. Soviet But Not Russian (subtitled: The Other Peo
ples of the Soviet Union) is the story of the life of the 
non-Russian minorities in the USSR. It is a fascinating 
story, particularly for those of us in capitalist countries 
struggling with the constant problem of racism in all its 
forms.

A Deliberate and Continuing Struggle
Mandel makes clear that from the old Russia that 

was a “prison house of nations” where ethnic minorities 
were treated with contempt; where pogroms against 
Jews were the order of the day; where in the words of 
one Central Asian Moslem, “the past was a stairway of 
years carpeted with pain;”where Uzbeks feared Arabs 
and Tajiks feared Uzbeks and everyone feared Rus
sians; where “Russification” was enforced at the ex
pense of other languages and cultures, there has now- 
emerged a nation that takes pride in its multi-ethnic 
heritage.

How this came about is no accident or sudden 
moral revival. It is the result of deliberate and continu
ing struggle by Communists to eradicate chauvinism in 
all its forms. As early as 1914, a bill drafted by Lenin 
was presented to the Duma (The parliament under the 
Czar which had very limited power.) It declared in part 
; (1) Citizens of all nationalities inhabiting Russia are 
equal before the law, and (2) No citizen of Russia, re
gardless of sex and religion, may be restricted in politi
cal or in any other rights on grounds of origin or nation
ality.” Mandel comments, “In that stacked parliament 
the bill was not passed, of course. But the revolution 
put its principles into force only three years later."

The record shows that Lenin consistently fought 
for a policy of complete equality of all ethnic groups 
and nationalities. Even on the question of an “official, 
unifying” language, he was emphatic — every people 
must have the right to develop its own culture and be 
educated in its own language. One of the things that 
impressed this reviewer on a trip several years ago to 
Tashkent, the Central Asian capital of Uzbekistan, was 
the extent to which Uzbek society is bilingual — street 
signs, newspapers, posters, even the schools where he 
observed children taught in either Uzbek or Russian, 
depending upon the choice of his or her parents. No 
one there seemed to give it a second thought, but to a 
person coming from New York City, which is also a 
truly bilingual city, but where bilingualism has evoked
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by law to live anywhere but in the western
most comer of the empire. They were simply 
forbidden to own land. Mass physical violence 
against them was so commonplace that a spe
cial word, ‘pogrom’ attached to it. . . . (To
day) not even the most stridently anti-Soviet 
Jewish publication alleges that there are ghet
tos or housing discrimination in the Soviet Un
ion, although that was general in pre-revolu
tionary Russia. None claims that pogroms 
.... have occurred in Soviet-controlled terri
tory for half a century. ... An American re
porter in Moscow writing about a Jewish dissi
dent there reminds us of something long 
forgotten: ‘During World War II his family, 
like many other Jews, was sent to Central Asia 
ahead of the advancing Nazis.’ ‘Many’ is an 
extreme understatement — most Soviet Jews 
had lived in the part of the country Hitler 
overran, and a majority, nearly 2,000,000, 
were evacuated eastward. This was under Sta
lin. No Western government organization or 
individual, Jewish or otherwise, rescued re
motely as many.”

Mandel is not without criticism of some things that 
have occured in the Soviet Union nor does he attempt 
to hide the fact that there took place, during a particular 
period, gross violations of Soviet law and Communist 
policy. Mandel declares:

“The editor of the Jewish-language (Yid
dish) magazine published in Moscow (referring 
here to Aaron Vergelis of Sovietish Heimland- 
Ed.) has agreed with me (on tape and for the re
cord) that certain Soviet journals have published 
anti-Semitic materials in recent years. His own 
office had bas-reliefs of Jewish writers killed in a 
purge 35 years ago. But he was editing a literary 
magazine in Yiddish now in its 24th year, and 
spoke proudly of young new novelists writing in 
Yiddish, which they learned from lessons he has 
printed in the magazine, and of artists on Jewish 
themes who had been encouraged by his pub
lishing reproductions of their work. He was also 
proud that a friend of his, who is one of the two 
Jewish cabinet members (of the Soviet govern
ment - Ed.), is personally steeped in Jewish cul
ture.

“This editor, his approximately 100 contrib
utors, his artists, the author of the grammar he is 
serializing, are success stories specifically as 
Jews, not simply as Soviet citizens who happen

Jewish Affairs

such howls of protest as “divisive, unworkable,” etc., 
this was really a revelation.

First on Affirmative Action
But this was not enough. “If a sprinter is given a 

ten-yard lead over an opponent in the same class, he’ll 
win the race,” comments Mandel. “The Soviets recog
nized this. It was they who, for all practical purposes, 
invented the policy we call affirmative action, and 
they pursued it consistently to eradicate the historic lag 
in education, economic development, and knowledge 
of government affairs.”

Mandel then deals with the results of this policy 
after 65 years. In 12 chapters, he discusses how the 
varied ethnic groups in the country fare today — from 
“Latin” Moldavians to Catholic Lithuanians, from Or
thodox Ukrainians to Protestant Estonians and Latvi
ans, from Armenians in the South to peoples in the 
northernmost regions, to Georgians and Uzbeks and 
Jews and the scores of other national, cultural and lan
guage groups that make up the vast, multi-ethnic so
ciety that is the USSR today.

Take, for example, the Gagauz people in Molda
via, the European Soviet republic bordering on Ruma
nia, who number some 125,000 in Moldavia and 
200,000 in the Soviet Union altogether. They “adopted 
an alphabet. ... for the first time in 1957,” reports a 
Gagauz woman to Mandel. Now “we have artists, we 
have composers, we have our own poets and writ
ers: those who write on the basis of folk themes, leg
ends and those who collect our folklore. . . . The 
anthropology of the Gagauz is being studied by Ste
pan Karoglu and me. . .. Each of us has already 
written a book — I took my PhD this year. Then in 
Moscow we have Comrade Guboglo.” Mandel writes 
that he reacted with surprise “to learn that Guboglo is a 
Gagauz; I had trasnslated articles of his into English for 
the American journal Soviet Anthropology and Arche
ology. So one of the Soviet Union’s leading anthropol
ogists, a man who theorizes on matters far beyond the 
bounds of his own nationality, is a member of a people 
who did not even have an alphabet little more than 20 
years ago.”

On Alleged Soviet Anti-Semitism
Or take the Jews. So much cold war propaganda 

has been disseminated about alleged Soviet persecution 
of the Jewish people that most people in the United 
States would be dumbfounded at the simple truths of 
Mandel’s observations which are worth quoting at 
some length:

“In old Russia... .Jews were forbidden
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Michael Doran is a teacher of Social Science.
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tism...........Revivals of anti-Semitism usually
coincide with intensification of political reac
tion in various countries.

The socialist system creates the basis for 
full equality among human beings regardless 
of racial and national affiliation and, conse
quently, for the total uprooting of anti-Semiti- 

tism.”
“The article,” Mandel notes, “ does not say that it 

has been uprooted.” However, he also notes, “If all this 
had appeared in some single book written by an indi
vidual, no matter how widely read, it would not de
serve the amount of space given it here. But when pub
lished in the one source that has the absolute highest 
prestige in the public mind in the USSR. ... it has 
enormous significance. It says, simply, that Jews have 
been discriminated against for most of the past two 
thousand years, that that is wrong, and that anti-Semi
tism is monstrous.”

Perhaps the best way to conclude this review is to 
note an observation by Mandel that, in effect, shows 
the intrinsic nature of the incompatibility of socialism 
with chauvinism.“There could be no thought of not 
finding work,” writes Mandel, “as guaranteed full 
employment is built into the system. This one fact 
has done more to reduce ethnic prejudice than all 
other measures combined. No one need protect his 
job by convincing himself that he has more right to 
it than someone of different appearance or language 
or religion or gender.”

In view of the sharp rise of anti-Semitism in the 
U.S. a conference was held late in October sponsored 
by the International Center for the Study of Anti-Semi
tism at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and held in 
New York City. Dr. Ronald Sobel, a Rabbi at Temple 
Emanu-El substantiated the finding that anti-Semitism 
is a by-product of capitalism when he stated: “Anti- 
Semitism is a disease, a virus embedded in the 
bloodstream of western civilization.”

Though a serious student of the Soviet Union, 
Mandel reveals a trait of arrogance in several instances 
when he resorts to lecturing the Soviets on the national 
question. Nevertheless, this is a book deserving to be 
read by all who are in struggle for peace and friendship 
amongst the peoples of the world and especially with 
the Soviet Union. 

to be of Jewish origin. The number of Soviet Jews who 
are success stories in the general world — in science, 
technology, management, medicine, in all the arts, in 
law — is many times higher than their ratio to the pop
ulation, higher proportionately than any other ethnic 
group, including the Russians themselves.”

A Long and Determined Struggle.
Are there still some instances of anti-Semitism or 

other forms of chauvinism in the Soviet Union? Mandel 
recounts a few episodes of individual anti-Semitic be
havior and of the response of Soviet authorities and 
Communists to combat it. It reminded me of my own 
experience traveling through a number of socialist 
countries a few years ago. One thing that impressed 
itself indelibly on my mind was the words of a long
time Communist: “It is far easier to bring about a revo
lution than to change people’s attitudes permanently. 
That takes a long and determined struggle.” Is the So
viet Union, its leadership, its Communist Party and the 
vast majority of its people committed to that struggle? 
Mandel’s book is a testament to the fact that the answer 
is a resounding “yes.”

The attitude of the Soviet government on the issue 
of combatting anti-Semitism is perhaps best illustrated 
in an article in the Large Soviet Encyclopedia, regarded 
in the Soviet Union as the authority and availabe every
where for consultation. After quoting at length from an 
article in it on Jews which describes the centuries of 
anti-Semitism throughout Europe and the policy of 
mass extermination pursued by the Hitlerites, Mandel 
quotes from it again on the subject of anti-Semitism:

“In Russia anti-Semitism was essentially 
the accepted doctrine of the govern
ment........... The most savage form of anti-
Semitism was pogroms........... The pogromists
were led by the Black Hundreds belonging to 
the ‘Union of the Russian People’ and behind 
them was the Czarist secret police. Later, dur
ing the Civil War, the involvement of Jews in 
the revolutionary movement was the justifica
tion offered for the pogroms organized by the 
followers of Petlura and Denikin. . . . Russian 
Social-Democracy, like Marxist parties of 
other countries, had to wage a struggle both 
against anti-Semitism and Jewish nation
alism. . . .

“The smashing of Hitlerite Germany and 
international condemnation of persecution of 
the Jews by the Nazi government (which the 
Nuremberg Trials found to be a crime against 
humanity) dealt a blow at anti-Semi-
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establishment, anny training and fostered by 16 years 
of occupation, by the chain of military victories.

Particularly, a good part of the young people have 
embraced the notion of nationalistic superiority, of be
longing to an elect race, of not being accountable to 
any yardstick but natural glory, of disregarding human 
and humane values.” (Wolf Ehrlich, “The Political 
Reality of Israel," Jewish Affairs, July/August 
1983. Wolf Ehrlich is a member of the Central Commit
tee of the Communist Party of Israel.)

Israeli government leaders have referred to the 
Palestinian people “as cockraches in a bottle” (former 
Chief of Staff Rafael Eytan), “two-legged animals” 
(former Prime Minister Menachem Begin), and have 
denied the existence of a Palestinian people (former 
Prime Minister Golda Meir).

Nor do the majority of Jewish Americans benefit 
from the alliance of the Zionist establishment, the Is
raeli government, and U.S. imperialism. An ideology 
that tries to place Jewish Americans on the same side of 
the struggle as Ronald Reagan, the Pentagon and U.S. 
muulti-national corporations, is in opposition to the ba
sic interests of a majority of Jewish Americans.
A policy of racism

Zionism maintains that Israel must be a Jewish 
state. To implement this principle the Arabs living in 
Israel and in the occupied territories must be removed, 
or at least kept to a minority.

Thus the Israeli government has declared the West 
Bank and Gaza Strip a part of Israel, but denies full 
citizenshiip rights to the 1,000,000 Palestinians living 
in those areas. A Jewish settler in Hebron has more 
rights, because he is Jewish, than has a Palestinian 
(whose family has been living there for decades), be
cause he is Palestinian.

Israel as a Jewish state cannot be compared to 
countries with official religions. “Jewish” refers to a 
nationality, some of whose members are religious. By 
stating that Israel is a Jewish state, the ruling class 
makes it clear that one group will have rights that will 
be denied other groups.

After travelling through a number of Arab villages 
in northern Israel in 1977,1 remember thinking that the 
conditions faced by the Arab minority there are akin to 
those faced by Blacks in South Africa: segregated 
townships that receive less government assistance per 
capita than neighboring Jewish towns; institutionalized 
barriers to equality; higher rates of poverty, illiteracy, 
disease, malnutrition, infant and maternal mortality, 
sub-standard housing; constant police harassment and 
brutality; daily reminders that the Arab minority is con-
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Zionism and Racism
By Daniel Spector

On November 10, 1975 the General Assembly of 
the United Nations passed overwhelmingly a resolution 
condemning all forms of racism and calling upon gov
ernments to recognize in law and in practice the equal
ity of all peoples.

The UN and its resolution, No. 3379, became the 
targets of a campaign of vilification by the Zionist es
tablishment in this country, the Israeli and U.S. gov
ernments, and their allies. Those nations and individu
als supporting the resolution were labeled “anti- 
Semitic,” a charge that was sweepingly applied (e.g., 
“Third World anti-Semitism,” “Left anti-Semitism,” 
“Soviet anti-Semitism,” “Arab anti-Semitism”).

The cause of the uproar was the inclusion in the 
resolution of Zionism as a form of racism.

The 10th anniversary of that resolution provides an 
opportunity to examine the relationship between the 
ideology of Zionism and racism. Particularly in view of 
the continuing bloodshed in the Middle East, it is to be 
hoped that such a discussion can lead to new levels of 
understanding and unity.

The campaign against the UN resolution was 
based on two related (and false) premises:

1. Zionism is the ideology of the Jewish people, 
and therefore

2. To label Zionism as racism is to label all Zion
ists, all Jews as racist.
The class roots of Zionism

Zionism is no more the ideology of the Jewish 
people than U.S. imperialist ideology is the ideology of 
the people of the U.S. It is necessary to differentiate 
between those who are influenced by an ideology, and 
those who promote and profit by it.

The working people of Israel — Jewish and Arab 
— do not profit by the ideology of the Israeli ruling 
class. Zionist policy has fostered a climate of racist 
hysteria against the neighboring Arab peoples, espe
cially the Palestinian Arabs.

The generations of Israeli Jews since 1967 have 
been raised with the belief that.the occupied territories 
belong to them, and that the Arab residents are aliens to 
be removed.

“A not insignificant part of the population — I 
would say the majority, is more deeply drawn into the 
cesspool of extreme, narrow chauvinism and milita
rism. This is to be seen in the poisoned background of 
all-round Zionist education, activated by efficient ma
nipulation through the schools, the media, the religious 
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sidered an internal enemy to be watched and contained. |
Condemning racism

We Communists condemn racism in all its forms, 
including anti-Semitism. We hold that racism directed 
against Black people is the bedrock upon which all 
other forms of racism are built. We hold, further, that 
white Americans are influenced by racism, and that 
such influence is the main obstacle to the working - 
class unity necessary to win basic changes in the inter
ests of all working people.

But to say that is not to condemn all white Ameri
cans as racist.

To condemn an ideology as racist is, in the first 
place, to expose its class roots. Ideologies are not class
less; they reflect the interests of one or another class. 
Bourgeois ideology in the U.S. is deeply racist because 
it reflects the interests of the banks and the monopoly 
corporations.

Big business profits from racism, economically 
and politically. Racism enable the boss to pay a Black 
worker less than a white worker for the same job. And 
racism prevents the unity necessary to confront the boss 
with strength.

For white Americans, racism is a kind of political 
general anesthesia; it numbs our feelings and makes us 
insensitive not only to the pain it causes others, but also 
to the pain it causes us.

The condemnation of racism is not an attack on 
America or on white Americans. It is an attack on an 
ideology that pits white worker against Black, to the 
benefit of the common enemy.

The condemnation of Zionism’s racism is not an 
attack on Israeli Jews or on Israel, or on Jewish people 
in other countries. It is an attack on an ideology that 
pits Israeli Jew against Palestinian Arab in the Middle 
East, and Jewish American against Afro-American 
here at home. It is a condemnation of a policy of ally
ing the Jewish people in Israel and the Jewish people in 
the U.S. with their enemy, with the source of anti- 
Semitism —■ imperialism.
Zionist responses

In response to the condemnation of Zionism’s rac
ism, the Zionist leadership has concentrated on two 
points;

1. Arabs, they say, have more rights in Israel than 
do Arabs in Arab countries (and the corollary, that 
Arabs are better off in Israel than are Arabs in Arab 
countries).

2. Why single out Zionism for special condemna
tion when those doing the condemning are themselves
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guilty of the same crime?
Israeli Arabs don’t live in Jordan, Syria or Saudi 

Arabia; they live in Israel. Their standard of living and 
level of equality can’t be measured against Arabs in 
those countries; they have to be measured against those 
of Israeli Jews. Any comparison of the standard of liv
ing and rights of Israeli Jew and Israeli Arab inevitably 
leads to the conclusion that Israeli Arabs are second- 
class citizens. Those in the occupied territories are not 
even citizens and are without basic rights.

The UN resolution against racism condemned all 
forms of racism, not just Zionism ( a point covered up 
by the resolution’s opponents). It was not an attack on 
the Jewish people, but a general warning that racism 
and racist discrimination anywhere threaten peace and 
social progress everywhere.

The resolution was agreed to by the overwhelming 
majority of governments representing most of human
ity. It signaled an important shift in the balance of 
power in the UN from the early years when that body 
was dominated by an elite club of imperialists, coloni
alists and neo-colonialists and their'minions. A new 
alignment had made its presence felt, comprising the 
newly-liberated countries of Asia, Africa and Latin 
America, and the growing socialist community of 
states.

Some arguments against the UN resolution attempt 
to generate an hysterical emotional response as a way 
of hiding the lack of convincing arguments. For in
stance, in the November 10 New York Times. Kenneth 
J. Bialkin, chairman of the Conference of Presidents of 
Major Jewish Organizations, repeats the charge that the 
UN resolution is worthless because its supporters are 
anti-Semitic. His op-ed article consists of a rehash of 
the standard stories of “Soviet and Arab anti-Semi- 

( tism.” Nowhere does he refute the specific charges of 
the racist nature of Zionist policy and practice in the 
Middle East.

Such a line of argument seeks to confuse rather 
than explain. It is a cover-up rather than an objective 
refutation. You cannot prove your opponent’s charges 
are wrong by leveling accusations yourself; you have to 
answer the specific charges.

If Zionist ideology and practice is not racist, then 
how can we explain the Israeli government’s “construc
tive engagement" with apartheid South Africa?

How can we explain the discrimination against 
Palestinian Arabs in Israel?

How can we explain the continued military occu
pation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, and the denial 
of basic human and civil rights to the Arabs living
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Daniel Spector is a member of the staff of the Daily 
World.

The struggle against racism is in the interests of all 
those concerned about a future of peace, jobs, equality 
and socialism. It is therfore in the interests of a major
ity of Jewish Americans, which has a special role to 
play in exposing and rejecting the racism inherent in 
Zionist ideology and practice. 

there?
How can we explain the alliance between leading 

Zionist politicians and ideologists, on the one hand, 
and the Reagan administration, on the other, in opposi
tion to affirmative action to put an end to continuing 
racial discrimination.?

How can we explain the climate of racism and mil
itarism in Israel, that has given rise to a fascist mental
ity exemplified by Meir Kahane and his followers?

How wan we explain the Israeli government's alli
ance with U.S. imperialism in opposition to national 
liberation movements in Asia, Africa and Latin Amer
ica?

How can we explain what seems to be the belief 
that the life of one Israeli Jew is worth that of 10 or 20 
Arabs? How else can one explain the Israeli govern
ment’s “retaliation” for terrorist murder of 3 Jews in 
Cyprus by the slaughter of 70 Arabs in Tunisia by Is
raeli jet bombers? Or the “retaliation” for individual 
acts of terrorism in Israel by unleashing a bloodbath in 
southern Lebanon?
Zionism and Zionists

In Israel and in the U.S. — in fact, in any capital
ist country with a Jewish community — many of those 
influenced by Zionism (and some Zionist organiza
tions) are involved in progressive struggles. In Israel, 
for instance, many Israeli Jews oppose their govern
ment’s actions in Lebanon and are willing to relinquish 
the occupied territories in exchange for peace. The 
Communist Parties of Israel and of the U.S. have 
clearly stated that they will work with anyone or any 
orgamzation on any issue of common concern and 
agreement. The fight for peace in the Middle East, for 
example, requires the widest unity of the working peo
ple of Israel, regardless of ideology.

But as William Ross, Canadian Communist 
leader, correctly points out:

“Individual Zionists or Jews influenced by Zion
ism may participate in one or another democratic or 
peace action but Zionism as an ideology remains reac
tionary, chauvinist, discriminatory, the basis for the 
aggressive, expansionist, pro-imperialist policy of the 
Israeli government.” (Emphasis in original) ("Zionism 
vs. the Jewish People," Jewish Affairs, August!Sep
tember 1978)

The participation of individual Zionists in progres
sive causes does not negate the backward aspects of 
Zionism as an ideology. Rather, their participation 
points to the inherent contradiction between Zionism as 
the ideology of the Jewish bourgeoisie and the interests 
of the majority of Jewish people. L
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(Continued from page 7)
Middle East.

The visit to Bitburg is politics and dangerous poli
tics. The visit of Reagan to the military cemetery of the 
nazi soldiers and SS officers is not only a desecration of 
the memory of the victims of nazism and of the fighters 
against the Hitlerite wild beast, but it is also a step to
wards the full joining of West Germany in the prepara
tion of a third world war. It is no coincidence that the 
Kohl government in the Federal Republic of Germany 
supports the American “Star Wars” plan. Kohl as the 
Chancellor of West Germany takes part in rallies of the 
German revanchists of Silesian extraction. This is the 
continuation of Bitburg. The danger exists that the 
American administration will enable the Bonn govern
ment to obtain nuclear arms. All this is perilous for 
peace in Europe and the world.

The Jewish people of Israel are highly sensitive in 
relation to the rehabilitation which Reagan gives to the 
nazis and SS men. But the Israeli government has not 
published any announcement of condemning the visit 
of Reagan in the cemetery of the dregs of mankind in 
Bitburg. All that the Prime Minister, Peres, said was 
that “this is a mistake of a great friend of Israel”. . . . 
Even the U.S. Congress demanded of Reagan not to go 
to Bitburg, but the Israeli Knesset ignored our demand 
to do so. 



Silberman measures the well-being of Jewish- 
Americans by the number of them in government, 
those high on the corporate ladder, like Irving Shapiro 
of DuPont, the great number in the arts, sciences and 
the professions. Silberman reveals proudly that DuPont 
originally placed Shapiro on their legal staff because of 
his “outstanding role in the government’s case against 
the Communist Smith Act defendants.”

In passing Silberman mentions that 15% of Jew
ish-Americans are living in poverty, but as a whole are 
better off than other ethnic groups. Indeed, the high 
general unemployment figures, the outrageously high 
unemployment among Blacks and other oppressed min
orities, the millions of homeless and impoverished are 
of no concern to Silberman in assessing the well-being 
of Jewish-Americans. Silberman is not moved by the 
Judaic concept of the famed Rabbi Hillel: “If 1 am for 
myself, what manner of human being am I?”

The uppercrust Jewish leaders in pre-World War II 
Germany exuded the same false euphoria as Silberman. 
They, too, revelled in the fact that Jews were in the 
government, in banking, on corporate boards. They 
were in the professions, the sciences, etc. Indeed, 
many of those in high places were supporters of Hit
ler’s advent to power. Albert Einstein and others had to 
flee for their lives while 6,000,000 European Jews 
were murdered along with 6 million non-Jews in the 
nazi holocaust.

Dr. Ronald Sobel of Temple Emanuel in New 
York City, at a recent conference declared that “anti- 
Semitism is a disease, a virus embedded in the 
bloodstream of western civilization...........We have
lowered the fever but we have not eliminated the 
virus.” Actually the virus is multiplying. A more accu
rate view, that of the Marxist-Leninists, holds that anti- 
Semitism and racism are by products of capitalism and 
they are becoming more virulent in the imperialist, mo
ribund stage of capitalism.

In 1983 about 700 cases of anti-Semitic attacks 
were recorded in the United States. Attacks increased 
in 1985, accompanied by the growth in the number of 
neo-nazi, terrorist organizations conducting military 
training camps. One of them is responsible for the mur
der of a Jewish-American radio talk show host. Anti- 
Semitic and racist literature is published in the United 
States and shipped to the Federal Republic of Germany 
(West Germany), where Reagan’s Bitburg friends dis
tribute it. The neo-nazi organizations include, amongst 
others, the Aryan Nations, the Order, the Identification 
movement, Posse Comitatus, the Christian Defense 
League, the KKK and others. Not one of these is men-
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“A Certain People”
J 

by Lewis M. Moroze (
“A Certain People, American Jews and ' 

Their Lives Today," by Charles Silberman, Sum
mit Books, 485 pp., cloth, $19.95.

Charles Silberman, a Jewish-American social his
torian, has produced a provocative book, “A Certain 
People,” declaring that Jewish-Americans are ex
periencing heaven on earth. A leading Jewish- 
American, Frank Isaacs, in Chicago observed: “With 
Charles Silberman we are witnessing the rebirth of false 
prophecy in our time.”

In this arrogantly ethno-centric work Silberman 
holds that anti-Semitism is no longer a significant fac
tor in American life, thereby echoing the neo-conserva- 
tive view of Norman Podhoretz’s Commentary mag
azine stable of writers. Silberman charges that anti- 
Semitism comes from the left. This patently brazen ca
nard serves as a protective cover for the Reagan-Chris
tian fundamentalists who nurture and further racism 
and anti-Semitism.

While Silberman sees virulent anti-Semitism as 
fading, U.S. farmers are being told that Jews, not the 
Reagan Administration policies favoring the banks and 
corporations, are responsible for their plight.

Peddling the Zionist concept that criticism of Is
raeli ruling circles is to be anti-Semitic, Silberman 
brands the Rev. Jesse Jackson an anti-Semite for 
upholding the right of Palestinians to an independent 
state alongside Israel.

Protecting the Christian Fundamentalists, Silber
man attacks Norman Lear, leader of People for the 
American Way, which advocates the separation of 
church and state. He criticizes Norman Lear for stating: 
“It is worrisome indeed that the Evangelist-in-Chief s 
(Reagan-LMM) ultra-fundamentalist theology may af
fect this nation’s nuclear arms policies.” In response 
Silberman charges: “But so far as I am aware Lear has 
not condemned the nuclear arms policy proposed by the 
Catholic bishops — a policy equally dependent upon a 
particular theology.” Jewish-Americans, along with all 
other Americans, struggling against a Reagan-Falwell 
armageddon, will recognize with great dismay that Sil
berman engages in the cunning of the court Jew of the 
Middle Ages who did the bidding of the sovereign for 
his own aggrandizement.

Indeed, then, the Rev. Bailey Smith — “God does 
not hear the prayer of a Jew” — praises the book as a 
“masterpiece of Jewish understanding, dreams, frustra
tions and expectations.”
November/December 1985
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Lewis M. Moroze is Managing Editor of Jewish Af
fairs.

The Deadly Connection 
in the Mediterranean

By Bahig Nassar
The article below was excerpted from the bro
chure entitled: "Intervention and Nuclear Weap
ons, A Deadly Connection: Facts and Figures," 
published by the World Peace Council. Copies 
can be obtained from the U.S. Peace Council, 
1123 Broadway, New York 10010.

Two major developments took place recently af
fecting the Mediterranean region. The first, the deploy
ment of cruise missiles with nuclear warheads, in Com
iso, Sicily, which can be targeted against any country 
in North Africa and the Middle East. The second, the 
formation of a special force stationed mainly in the 
USA which can be deployed at short notice in the east
ern and southern Mediterranean. This Rapid Deploy
ment Force (RDF) is nuclear capable.

At present, the Mediterranean Sea is in a conjunc
ture between two major military establishments: NATO 
and the U.S. Command in Europe, and the new U.S 
Central Command established in January 1983 for the 
operations of the RDF in the Middle East and North 
Africa. The armed forces of both commands have both 
conventional and nuclear weapons at their disposal and 
the fleets of the big powers usually carry weapons of 
mass destruction.

Moreover, NATO member states are now expand
ing their activities towards the south outside the tradi
tional zone of NATO operations in a bid to control 
areas of oil and raw materials and to turn the eastern 
Mediterranean, the southern flank of the Soviet Union, 
into a theatre of confrontation.

It is most alarming that these developments are 
taking place in areas of conflicts, aggressions and inter
ventions and at a time when the concepts of a nuclear 
first-strike, limited nuclear war and the militarization 
of outer space (Star Wars) are propagated. In no other 
region is the deadly connection between interven
tions and the danger of nuclear war so threatening 
as in the Mediterranean region.

This pamphlet presents facts and figures on the 
current arms build-up in the Mediterranean region cov
ering Southern Europe including the Balkans, North 
Africa and the Middle East. Full awareness of these 
facts can further the efforts of the peace and liberation 
forces in North Africa and the Middle East to unite and 
Join forces for:

(Continued on page 18)
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honed by Silberman who manages to attack the Rev. 
Jesse Jackson as an anti-Semite. He also joins with the 
neo-conservatives in charging Afro-Americans with 
“Black anti-Semitism.”

Silberman’s views are not shared by key Jewish- 
American leaders and organizations. New Jewish 
Agenda des the questions of social justice and equality 
with that of economic justice and calls for the building 
of coalitions with Blacks, Hispanics, oppressed minori
ties and organized labor. Joining them in the call for 
building Black-Jewish coalitions are the Rabbinical as
sociations of the Conservative and Reform wings of Ju
daism.

All that counts for Silberman is that the doors of 
opportunity are wide open for Jewish-Americans, giv
ing them the feeling of security.

What security is there for Jewish-Americans in the 
knowledge that the Jewish-American “Dr. Strangelo
ve”, Edward Teller, is a Reagan confidant? Or know
ing that Reagan’s link to Jewish-Americans, Marshall 
Breger, is a leading figure of the fascist Heritage Foun
dation. Or that Morris Abrams, a leading official of the 
American Jewish Committee, representative of the 
Jewish-American big bourgeoisie, is working with 
Reagan to destroy the U.S. Civil Rights Commission, 
to reject comparable worth for women and to scuttle the 
U.S. Bill of Rights? Or knowing that the American 
Jewish Committee and the B’nai-Brith are in the fore
front of the opposition to affirmative action, but are 
singularly quiet about the Meese-Reagan cabal to un
dermine constitutional liberties.

Silberman’s book has been commended also by 
Rabbi Wolfe Kelman of the Rabbinical Assembly, by 
Theodore Mann of the American Jewish Congress and 
by Gershon D. Cohen, Chancellor of the Jewish Theo
logical Seminary. They may yet want to rethink their 
endorsement.

Those who made substantial grants for this work 
did a disservice to Jewish-Americans as well as to U.S. 
democracy. The money ccould have been better spent 
to combat racism and anti-Semitism threatening the 
well-being of all Americans. 



FIGHTING RACISM by Gus Hall
It is “more devastating than Legionnaire’s dis

ease"; a powerful consciousness-altering ideologi
cal drug which “makes a friend appear as an 
enemy, an enemy as a friend." It is a cause of divi
sion within the working class; the basis of the sys
tem of discrimination which oppresses thirty million 
Afro-Americans; and a source of corporate super
profits. Racism is the “nation’s most dangerous 
pollutant.”

In this collection of more than 30 essays, pam
phlets and articles, Gus Hall, the general secretary 
of the Communist Party, USA, subjects the theory 
and practice of racism to a Marxist-Leninist analy
sis. He consistently draws on the insights which 
Marxism provides concerning the class roots of 
racism and its relationship to the class struggle.

Written in the course of the struggle for equal
ity and justice, in “the heat of battle," this book pro
vides working-class and progressive forces — 
Black and white — with both a practical guide and 
the ideological weapons to combat racism.

Paperback $4.95
Cloth $14.00

International Publishers
381 Park Avenue South, NY, NY 10016 

or
New Outlook Publishers

235 W. 23 St., NY, NY 10011

Enclosed please find a check/money 
order in the amount of $_______ for
____ copy(ies) of “Fighting Racism”
November/December 1985

Support Communist Party, U.S.A.
Fund Appeal

The editors and editorial committee of. Jewish 
Affairs strongly urges its readers and supporters to 
make a most generous contribution to the year end 
appeal of the Communist Party, U.S.A, for finan
cial support.

Your contributions will help the Communist 
Party, its leaders and members, to make an ever 
more effective contribution to achieving an end to 
the nuclear arms race and to ending unemployment, 
poverty, racism and anti-Semitism.

Make checks payable to: C.P.U.S.A or Sid
ney Taylor, Treasurer and 
mail to: Sidney Taylor, Treasurer
235 West 23rd St.
New York, N.Y. 10011

Heartiest wishes to all our readers and friends 
for a healthy, peaceful and Happy New Year!

The Rev. Moon’s “Godism” 
The Holocaust and Jewish People!

“Anti-Semitism is a chilling aspect of the Moonist 
world view,” said Fred Clarkson in Christianity and 
Crisis, 10/28/85.

Clarkson was referring to the Korean evangelist 
who recently came out of prison to which he was sen
tenced for defrauding the federal government on his in
come taxes. He is better known as the leader of a cult 
that has been charged with using deception to obtain 
and hold on to recruits. He has had legal confrontation 
with parents who have employed deprogrammers to 
win their children back from the cult.

Moon operates through an organization called 
“Causa,” which promotes a theocratic ideology re
ferred to as “Godism."

"The Divine Principle, the main theological work 
of Unificationism," says Clarkson, “contains 125 anti- 
Semitic references, according to the American Jewish 
Committee. Moon himself has said, "By killing one 
man, Jesus, the Jewish people had to suffer 2,000 
years. During the Second World War six million peo
ple were slaughtered to cleanse all the sins of the Jew
ish people for the killing of Jesus.” 
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Monument to Sosnowiec Martyrs 
By Sol Flapan

Warsaw: The Jewish Ccommunity of the Katowice 
province in southern Poland has publicly thanked the 
municipal authorities of Sosnowiec for initiating the 
building of a monument to the Jews murdered there by 
the nazi Germans during their occupation of the coun
try in World War II. Their collective sentiment of grat
itude was externalized by Leon Kostman, a local Jew
ish community activist and a volunteer reporter for 
Folks Shtime, the weekly bilingual newspaper of the 
Social and Cultural Society of Jews in Poland, popu
larly known here by its Polish acronym Teskazet.

“I am convinced,” says Kostman in a relevant re
port to this 12 page journal, “that Jews around the 
world will also hail this enterprise with feelings of deep 
cordiality, with understanding and with a sense of grat
itude that this undertaking will be marked by history.” 

Accordingly, the Public Monuments Committee of 
Sosnowiec, an industrial city of about 145,000 inhabit
ants, recently invited to one of its sessions the secretary 
of the province branch of Teskazet as well as two lead
ing members of the Jewish congregation there. These 
secular and religious Jewish leaders were asked to par
ticipate in and contribute to the Committee’s dealing 
with the question of erecting a monument to honor the 
memory of Sosnowiec Jews done to death by the nazi 
invader. Also attending this session were such civic ac
tivists as officials of the local Committe for the Protec
tion of Monuments of Struggle and Martyrology, the 
war veteran’s organization and one of the municipal 
architects.

The monument which will be of black granite has 
been scheduled to be unveiled on April 19, the anniver
sary of the outbreak of the 1943 Warsaw Ghetto Upris
ing. If for any reason this granite does not reach Sosno
wiec in time, a ground-breaking ceremony will be held 
on that date.

All told the Hitlerites wiped out some 50,000 Sos
nowiec inhabitants, 30,000 of whom were Jews — a 
frightful fact in itself further compounded by the hei
nous crime of snuffing out the lives of over 6,000,000 
men, women and children of this country.

The inscription on the monument was collectively 
drawn up and agreed upon by all concerned but on the 
initiative of Aleksander Sapir, secretary of the Kato
wice Teskazet. The Star of David will also be etched on 
the monument as a reminder that a patch with this sym
bol had to be worn by every single Jew as a national 
ethnic-marker — a throwback to the obscurantist Mid- 
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die Ages.
“Noteworthy,” saysFo/it Shtime reporter Leon 

Kostman, “is that this entire project has been funded by 
the Sosnowiec municipal government. It is a highly no
ble act by the Sosnowiec addministration and' local 
Public Monuments Committee for which the Jews of 
Katowice are most sincerely grateful.”

Symbolic, too, is the fact that this monument of 
rememberance is being erected in the year of the 40th 
anniversary of the victory over Hitlerite Germany.

Also important is that it is being erected in the 
heart of a working class center with deep proletarian 
and patriotic, internationalist roots. A Red Republic of 
the Dabrowski (steel and coal) Basin was proclaimed in 
this periphery of what once was the “Prison of Nations” 
during the revolutionary wave which swept the empire 
in 1905. It was crushed as was the Russian Revolution 
at that time. Then again in 1918 Sosnowiec was the 
scene of one of the first Council of Workers Deputies in 
a re-emerged Poland after 120 odd years of partition 
only to be strangled by capitalists and landowners 
while their brothers and sisters in the east succeeded in 
launching a new society, the rock bottom of which 
were the Communist led and inspired Soviets (Coun
cils) of Workers, Farmers and Soldiers.

During the nazi occupation of Poland the Sosno
wiec region was the site of a sub-camp of the notorious 
Auschwitz death camp where some 4,000,000 people 
were murdered. It was also the site of a forced labor 
camp and three prisoner of war camps for British serv
icemen. However, it was also a center of major anti- 
nazi resistance by Communist-led armed partisan 
forces as well as those of other political orientations.

As all of Poland, this martyred ground was liber
ated by the multi-national, multi-ethnic Soviet Army 
rescuing in this way the last remnants of a once numer
ous Jewish community from total annihilation. Some 
600,000 Soviet soldiers paid the supreme sacrifice for 
this here in Poland alone. 

Sol Flapan is the Polish correspondent of Jewish Af
fairs.

(Continued from page 16)
the removal of nuclear weapons from the Mediter

ranean and the ending of the arms build up on the basis of 
equal security for all countries;

the ending of interventions and the just settlement 
of conflicts with full respect for the U.N. Charter and 
above all, for the rights of all people to sovereignty and 
national independence, political and economic. 

Jewish Affairs



New Year Celebrations 
at Moscow Choral Synagogue. i 
More than two thousand members of the congrega

tion of the Moscow Choral Synagogue took part in the 
celebrations of Rosh Hashanah, the beginning of the 
new year 5746 according to the ancient Hebrew cal
endar. Chief Rabbi Adolf Shayevich wished all those 
present and their families that they go down in the Book 
of Life and Prosperity, and expressed the hope that the 
New Year would bring all nations peace and security. 
He noted that the practicing Jews in the Soviet Union 
were taking an active part in public peace-making ac
tivities, in ecumenical forums held in the USSR and in 
other countries, and were regular contributors to the 
Soviet Peace Fund.

A Jewish pocket calendar was printed both in He
brew and in Russian just before the holiday in 20,000 
copies on an order placed by the Moscow Choral Syna
gogue with a state printing shop. New editions of the 
Pantateuch and prayer books have also been published 
in the past few years. The interior of the synagogue has 
been renovated and repairs were made on the kosher 
dining room. Classes were resumed after the summer 
holidays in the yeshiva (the religious school attached to 
the synagogue). The head of the school is Adolf Shaye
vich, the chief rabbi. Apart from that, representatives 
of Moscow’s Jewish community can be trained at the 
Hebrew seminary in Hungary. Incidentally, Adolf 
Shayevich is one of its graduates. Before becoming a 
rabbi, he worked as an engineer in the Far East.

Boris Gramm is the chairman of Moscow’s Jewish 
community. He came to Moscow from Rostov-on-Don 
where he worked as a theater producer. After finishing 
the complete course of studies at the yeshivah, he re
mained in the capital, where the synagogues members 
elected him the head of the community’s executive 
body.

“The past year was particularly remarkable for 
us,” said Boris Gramm. “Together with all Soviet peo
ple we solemnly marked the fortieth anniversary of vic
tory over Hitler’s fascism. Millions of Jews perished in 
Nazi concentration camps, and it was the Soviet Army 
that saved us from complete extinction, which we shall 
never forget. Our duty today is to devote all our energy 
to efforts for peace and against the threat of nuclear 
war.”

“Apart from our canonized prayers which we say 
every day, we have a special one which we offer on 
Saturdays and on holidays — it is the Prayer for Pea
ce," Gramm continued.

He noted that the followers of Judaism in the So-
Noveinber/December 1985

viet Union look forward with hope to the coming sum
mit in Geneva. They welcomed the Soviet Union’s uni
lateral proclamation of a moratorium on nuclear tests 
and urge their Jewish brethren abroad and all peoples of 
good will to support the peaceful initiatives which most 
of the peoples of the world hope for.

“At the same time,” he went on, “we cannot help 
but be alarmed by the ongoing arms race and Washing
ton’s dangerous plans to militarize space.” He called 
the tests of anti-satellite weapons conducted by Wash
ington an extremely reckless militaristic act.

“Carried out a few days before the holiday, it has 
spoiled our holiday mood, ” stressed Gramm. “But we 
do not intend to sit idle. In the New Year practicing 
Jews will make every effort to stop those who are try
ing to attain military superiority over the USSR and 
other socialist countries under the cover of peace-lov
ing phrases.”

According to Gramm the life of Soviet people is 
becoming better and more prosperous with every new 
year. This is evidenced, in particular, by the growing 
incomes of the synagogue. The community chairman 
refuted the allegation that the rights of Jews were in
fringed upon in the Soviet Union, declaring that such 
assertions were absolute nonsense. There are Jews who 
are atheists and some who are believers. They enjoy 
absolutely the same rights as all other Soviet people do.

“Our parishioners often speak about their families 
and children. The son of one of them has received a 
State Prize, and another one shared the joy of his son 
having been promoted to general. A lot of literature is 
being printed in the Soviet Union in Yiddish. Not long 
ago a many-part TV film based on Sholom Aleichem’s 
Tevya the Milchiken was shown on Central Television 
with People’s Actor of the USSR Mikhail Ulyanov, a 
remarkable Russian actor in the main role. Among the 
cast were also prominent actors of Jewish nationality."

To illustrate the good relations which the Jewish 
community has with the municipal authorities, Boris 
Gramm said that at his request Arkhipov Street, where 
the synagogue is situated, was closed for traffic during 
the holiday. After all, the synagogue is attended by 
many people, including elderly people who are hard of 
hearing and cannot see well. As tradition has it, the 
young dance right on the street. State organizations 
give every assistance when it is necessary to make re- 

' pairs on the synagogue building, to publish religious 
literature or in baking matzoh.

Of course, a lot of kosher meat and poultry was 
needed for the holiday and seder meal. This work was 
done in keeping with the Kosher Laws under Rabbi
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By Alexander Shlayen
A monument to the victims of Babi Yar now 

stands ten minutes’ ride from the center of Kiev. In 
1941 this was a suburb of the Nazi-occupied city with a 
huge ravine where the Nazi invaders and their hired 
thugs killed over 200,000 people in cold blood. Many 
years have passed since then, but the names of the 
butchers,along with those of other war criminals who 
have escaped retribution and now live in the United 
States, Canada and other Western countries, are care
fully kept in Soviet archives, kept in the hope that their 
victims’ demands that they be brought to a fair trial will 
be satisfied some day.

At least 1,100 participated in the massacre of the 
first five days, when over 120,000 people were slain. 
The main execution unit was Einsatzkommando 4A, 
consisting of 150 SS men. The 45th and 303rd police 
regiments were assigned to it. There were also outlaws 
from the “Bukovina Kuren” and some German-picked 
“volunteers” who took part.

However, the only one who was punished was 
Paul Blobel, SS Standartenfuhrer, chief of Einsatzkom
mando 4A. In 1951 he was executed in Nuremburg. 
Proceedings against Blobel’s closest associates, SS 
Obersturmfuhrers Adolf Jansen and August Hoefner 
and others, 11 men in all, were instituted only in 1967 
in West Germany, where they had openly lived under 
their own names. But there the defendants got off with 
nothing more than a scare, incurring practically no pun
ishment. It was no wonder then that not the slightest 
attempt was made at the trial to disclose the rest of the 
culprits of Babi Yar.

One of them is Pyotr Voinovsky, who now lives in 
New York and has received U.S. citizenship as a politi
cal refugee. He styles himself the “leader of the Buko
vina Anti-Bolshevik Underground,” an “ideological 
fighter” and an “exponent of Ukrainian nationalism.” 
But in the years of the war he and his gang killed all the 
Ukrainians of Babi Yar who did not wish to submit to 
the Nazis.

Voinovsky’s band, which he called the “Bukovina 
Kuren,” was responsible for rivers of human blood in 
Kamenets-Podolsky, Zhmerinka, Proskurovo, Vinnitsa 
and Zhitomir.

In 1941 in Kiev the Bukovina Kuren was the the 
only regular formation of Ukrainian nationalists that 
had experienced Soviet labor camps. That was why it 
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No Statute of Limitations 
For Nazi War Criminals

This article was published by the Novosti Press 
Agency.

Alexander Shlayen wrote the screenplay for the docu
mentary film Babi Yar and the novel of the same title. 
He now lives in Kiev, the capital of the Ukraine. Dur
ing the Nazi occupation many of his relatives and 
friends were killed at Babi Yar.

(Continued from page 19)
Adolf Shayevich’s supervision by special cutters 
trained by the Moscow Yeshiva in nearby slaugh
terhouses and poultry factories. No incidents were re
corded. On the contrary, an atmosphere of exceptional 
benevolence reigned everywhere.

The Jewish New Year was celebrated in all 92 syn
agogues and numerous minyanim were held, with serv
ices attended by clergymen of other faiths and foreign 
guests. 

was given a special role in the Babi Yar executions, 
which served as a kind of school of genocide for Voi
novsky and his associates. The brutalities of the “Ku
ren” were appreciated. Pyotr Voinovsky eventually re
ceived the rank of major from the Nazis, and other 
awards were bestowed on him as well.

Promotions were also awarded to other members 
of his group. Many of them later found themselves in 
the 62nd Battalion of 30th SS division that overran 
Warsaw and then the south of France. All of them, with 
their Babi Yar schooling, were highly valued by the 
Nazis, and when on March 22, 1943, in Khatyn, Bye
lorussia, 139 women, children and old men were 
burned alive, Voinovsky’s hangmen from the 119th 
Punitive Battalion again distinguished themselves. Pri
vate Vladimir Katryuk, Georgi Vavaleshko, Dmitri 
Turchenko and Prokofii Kozyrev all live comfortably 
in the United States.

And time goes by. Now I can no longer clearly 
remember the faces of my school friends — they were 
children then — or my aunt, or my cousins, or my first 
school teacher. Their ashes lie here, at Babi Yar.

Each year on September 29 thousands of people 
come here, to the foot of the monument. Listen to then- 
conversations, and you will realize why they cannot 
speak calmly about the murderers responsible for this 
atrocity. 



Murdered October 11, 1985
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The Editorial Board of Jewish Affairs joins I 
with the Arab-American Anti-Discrimination 
Committee in protesting the murder of Alex 
Odeh, its leader in Los Angeles, and the lack of 
bringing this terrorist act to justice.

We believe the best tribute to the work of 
Alex Odeh would be to establish a Rainbow 
coalition to prevent such murderous acts in the 
future and to bring about a just and lasting 
peace in the Middle East.



Harry and Sarah Tobman
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On the occasion 
of my wife’s birthday, 
we contributed $79 to 

the Wheeling-Pitt strikers 
thru the USWA, Local 1196.

The Daily World 
is a good teacher 

of Solidarity and Humanism.
Best Wishes for a speedy recovery to Phil 
Novick of Philadelphia, member of Jewish 
Commission, C.P.U.S.A., and leading Jewish 
Affairs activist.

Greetings to our beloved Jim Dolsen on his 
centenial and his book, “Bucking the Ruling 
Class,” which is in its second printing.

Editorial Board of Jewish Affairs
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nsunannats nsn qaa jn’aumoaa ta”p3sbasa a u’a 
jaa taaasa nsaaaatana nsum” nsn jna aaibp’nuaa 
pa .jna’aa’B suuans ’n .qsnra jta”n jurtasnaa 
□sa”p pa qaa nsn jnansa opsnsaaia ram sobsn 
jsa”i,nsn’ta3”n si”i jia taaap‘sa”ta nsasraantaan u’a 
jta”n asaiB aaitabatauisanss’a nsn taaa’n is tabstautsa 
’n sobsn o”3 ,jna’-sBa3b’B sp’vbn’ia ’n i qsnra 
juraaaaps .jp’aan pits tabasn .jxaaa n’a taan taaaa 
nsn ; tas”D pss’a jaaara osn tasan’nsa ba’sastaaa 
jsa”i os jsn .na’nsB-sBaab’Baaa nsp’nnyiasBua 
tar’bsa ux’a ra jnsnm qna jnansa itr’bya 
pa aaibp’ntaaa nsn pa jsaaaia sp’nauumaao’ina 
□sra jsbaKtaut sba m taa — .taaauitanmopbaa nsn 
jtabastp ’n pa Dana jpip asnnn sasbtay jib jnsb 
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Tell Reagan:

November/December 1985

No 
Star Wars

nxupxnyn nan rpxu> nn’p’U’np uo’bximxtn bxnu?’ 
"■wbnp w»v*»" ‘Wj?W"T»3 pD

n i»bj6tp uD’bxnwx nyn -wn wr bxinnyx nswas <?n px "□jr-TT di’jk? p’i px 
‘ pnyaibiji wx) .s.x po Drusnnxo ’«sx p’UDii dih tix ui?in CpoBnb

yum”" px .i.x po ynyn n uiy”byi uxn tk 
px main xuyi nyn inx (1985 pnyo) 3 'mi .-niubnp 
unxnyinya’x ynyn pi px uxn nymyn nyn .pnx’’Ti 
pnax oyn ]p’b”n" pyn in p’m’s px p’ua’n uyn 
yp’bnni n pyinxo un pyn px "pbxo nyrmx po 
oxn .omnx’ibxp n ,mpmx oyn .pinaybna’x 

•pbxo nyrmx po bum x puynaaix 
ix .pixanyn is p’rn’i nxo pbxnyi ib’ox uxn .i.x 
pn ,pyn uynyuxnyi uiypyi pbxn pr” jinx’b’B’’ 
uioynyin’nx pbsnnn po — p’mbxo — yuvx’bx n 
."npon n’bana.npon .ynynix ]x pnyi ubxn — 
uTDin ]ubxn nyp’u’bxa yp’vanya n pn .p’ua’n 
pmsnsn is ]imm •pbiya ubxn p’mbxo nymx ]x 
□’x uxn po .uaxn nyn is pybmn pa uinxaonx oyn 
po pynu n ”a pyuuisx px pnyaxn mypyi 
px pi” p’oxnixo pnnyiix uxn ns pn .-p’nuoy 
pnyuxn uiypyi ]ubxn ”x .]uo’bx’sxD-]uomoxp 
pn uixno ]U”ns x ■p’bi pyoy ”x pn ,jn” pix'b’B 
oi ’0 bs -px pxn oxn ,pr> n pnbnyn ”1 
”i pn .nyniyb yny”i px paipi”nx .uynyuxnyi 
P” ix ,nyniyb ynirn uoxoxo uruyanyn mi pbxn 
oxn uxn ny .nnn’i po pnyuxn piyp mi px ]bxx 
mi niyi pxnuuyinyunx mi nyax .uixanyn 

.na’o x isnyn uxnyi px p’oonx p’p uaxayi 
nyabyn ,umx nnaxiriftm pnx nymyn nyn bmi 
"pynxo" p’bx nyax uxn pypiynyy is ]onyi uxn 
nyn pyiyi pxn ninio yobyn ,p”nuiyisnyunx 
ywsxi n puyowys oyi’K ixnu^o popniviyuix 
ypnbnu px yiy’nxuD’n n -pjn rx oxn .muoya 
nyp’ixn nyn pixn R...im«wnyn yuop’umn 
uynyuxnyi nnxa pm muynuuiix nybiamianp 
«□ ,in pp’nxuo’n oyn pixn x : p” pix’b'n pxnyi 
nyirn” nyn pxnyi uynyuxnyi -pix i’x nxmrbxuo 
-’uix n ps in oyn pixn x ;bxnir px px aim” 
mma yip’uynxo n yabyn px ,mma yuruo'nybmn 
■pix x’x ,ybxn ypnin’Tsyn x ub’oxpyi p?n 
oxn ny uxn nxx m .bxnur rmnn pixuu?uix

’"joyinxB" 
...b”n ."pyinxs" oxn ny uxn p’byms unnxi 

J .n’sonx oyn uaxtm ny uxn nnaxn-xuyi nyn inx
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po nxmyunx ms usipanxs i’x pbxo nyrmx" :xx 
rx oxn ."n’sxiyi x’x n’sxiyrniubip ...juynxo ’n 
yiybxoyi ’n po piynix po inniyty ysybpynty x -|xn 
uxnyi px p?n •D’SS3 ’i po <^n n po
^’uomytybxa" oyn puynaismx pminxo 
.x xx nynnxn x pin x’x .pbxo ymn” oxn px "munyn 
,mma yui’uynxo n pixanyn is"pymxo" uxn .1 

ny”uty”a jpmn xxx pyiyi pxn yabyn 
...?y’uoya yirsxi n puyoiyys 

rn" inyinyn nyn uixonyn p’niy”i’’anxo m 
nxo buxnyi oyn is mponns nyrmx ]p’b”n 
."niao-unu x nynni us’x x’x oxn ,mbu> x — mbty 
ypnxn n ubxn .mao'unu x ypxu uxnn'o anx 
-xuyi nysixi nyn po nyimys px p’T uonxnyi yixno 
-unu nypnxn nyn pyp p’onxbx qnxn po .nnaxn 
ny nxoyi nypnxn nyn pyp mi nxi umxn ,i.x .nxoyi 
dix uowmixD x’x pbxo nyxnnx" ■. uamuiynyunx 
to ]byn ly’bxnxn" xx px puynxo ’n -po nxmyunx 

,-qybunxnuixnxo q”bi paxoonni yn«a ]ubxn 
?-|ybunxnnuixnxo -p’bi pm juaxnonm yn«a ’n 
p” pix’b’n pn ,n»nbB*ubyn nymnis nyn px pix 
yun’X’bx ’n pn ,pyn uynyuxnyi mypyi pbxn 
jx pnyi ubxn — uiaynyimx ubynnn—p’U’bxo 
yabyn ,.i.x m yabyxx pnyi pi”x pn pix...ynynix 
nxoyi x uxnn ]uynxo n nso nxm xx .pmyiix pxn 
ypnxn ’n uxn’s ,p” nxo px pbxo prn” pxo 
nyaybpyn© ?uinybyi minxi innxonyn yaybpynir 
pn a’bis piya”six mi pp ny oxn ,oxn x’x pbx po 
ow p’p ,iynonx mu? p’p ux’uynxo-’uix jp’uo’i 

...irupyoonyo
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,-|X’ 0131’ ’1 T’X Pix»

nKD D’’DIP ,(px5X’XKD ’1 qP’’tO T’X 0X11) DJD”11X 
D’B 11PXXB"D1DD DVJ1D M1D3’33P3’X ’3 qtP3XDlXD’lR 
DPJ’X q’T DPI! 5SW .j5x3B’D"]D3XB pD q5’H 3P3 
D”T U1 X3 JPHP3J1DJ”X D”p’3”X 3P3 pD JXPDJXB 
pp’3OPJ’itop5’5’D n px ,jpbpd”5r-dp5xip pD 
XTX IP q’T JPJ’lllPllX DX3 J’lIP d5xH D”ntPDJPB 

,]3P3D-P3’5 D’B ”T pj”ll P3”3 0X11 ,1J’5’11X 
JF3 TX ,JSm DJ’ITX J’UP 3’X DXH ’X ! P3’5 O5X1XIP 
D’j 3p5doj’p x 5rt ipd5p jp’ix’Dunjmn dxb’p 
3pd5pt nan px p’x po’5 px pip5p3P3 q’T ppnDix

I DPpXB-DRDIP pb’SZT DPT pX J”X pX ’13D 
px J3P5p3P3 q’T |5XDP1D’1X T’X qp51PT3PB 3’B 
3P3 pX DD1TX3 D’K 3X3'3 DP3 ]5X1X1P P3’5 
X D’X D’B D3X333XD px P3P’TI’3 3P1P’T’1XJR3B 
”T1X .J3”3tf3313 q’T 3’B ]1p5b 3PDPDIP .1RD J3P5p’51 
,pj’T 3P3 piXDtP q’T d5’B DP PD5p11 px .11’33 PJ”T pD 
D”pJD’3PJBR P’T 303’8 O’13X DTR5 1PDJPB X DX11 
— 3JX5O13 DJPBP5x 3PT3J1X JIB —3JX5B”n DP11D 

11’33 ’3 IS .P’Xpl3X3BP3"XDXB X pX X3 q’K JJP33 
3PD”11 ”11X ’3 Dl”5pilX qpxr 3P1J1’ 3P3 xxn 

,PJ”T 3P3’5 PD3R33P1

irony yurT"1 
*W7 px psmx t’X ^xixw pnxa I

d’5pjwi rx rD ■
,d5PH 3P3 T1N 30p’UPBlX DR11DP pXTIPJ T’X M H
jpn ,p5BXIPU ’5X310’ JD3XDIPP3 T’X’D |P11 ,]K3 ’ll ■
3PDB’3X3 3P3 .D3’5p D15u> J33RD1PP1 t’R M H 

,3P5PPJ1D ^’3 « PXUPI I’X P’15»P3 3PD’5XJW ■ 
jtP’TIS JPIXHT’2 ,p’J3313 ]X MX’R pD DPI! D"X 5S’ll ■ 
!S qPDIlP XTX P’llXD 3P3’11 q’T DPI! .pPDJPB ,HJ1K ■ 
px qp5prx pp’35iipbix ’3 ix qpDitp x muxi ijh H 
]DDPlP’p3XD DP3 IP ,p’lX PDP51PUJPB D’B pX3 DW H 

]XH ]D’13’p’33PPD DIP px D’5 M 
]5PD p5x pD 3P3PB T3J1X DPI! pPTIDDP311D pX 9 
P’3JD5xH ,"Jp5b’H ’3 pX D’50„ DXIT'.IPDJPB 05X180 9 
5X1X10 .33P 3P3 IP DPllXpPllX p’53 ]p’3P’13D OS! 9 
□’X 1’3 PD3P35’tPPl 0X3 DtP3P31XP13P3’X UXn B 
p’lHPlDlX D’X DXil 3P .pPDJPB DP11D d5XDDJ1 9 

PBP3X ,PDJXpX3-®’D”H ’3 pB 3P3P3 ’3 3P3’K ■ 
□PJ1D q5’3 3P3 ]X ,D’X P’lHPlDlX ,]DX1 Pp’3J3XU”K 9 
d’j p5’or ,51’5d‘pbxippj qx ,3xuxo R 
— 3PB qxj .5b’H DIP 53PD”5 0X3 P’3j5pDD3PU11X g 
’3 0X3X"]P3 0X3 DPJX5oP13P3’X DXH 3p5dOJ’P 301 I 

"PX1PX3" ]P’3D’1P”3P3 px qxj PJP3’13V1J”K ■ 
DTx5p1J”3X 5h1X1P p3XB T’X DPI pJX3X .D’3PH’’X g 
]DDXDJXD PD1X11PJ PBXD ’3 pD 315p DPJ’X pXllPl

■31d51P’D5p11 303 ]1D
T’X PD5pn .pPDJPB DP3 pO 1J1DXD1X P’T 
D’B ”0 ,D’3x5xp ]5XJX’XXJ5X ]X D’B ”0 |PBUPJ3313 
,D’3x5xp pP’53’3 px ]p’311PIP’lBXH"013D p’3” 
]D3X3DX3 px JP53JXHX3 D”X 3P3 D’B ]5011 
TX .p’llXD .DJD1P3P ,DX3 3P : px5x’PXO ]1X ]DXDK5’3 
,DD’5X’3PDXB 3P3p5dp5D3P3’1X P’P P’T D’J ^3X3 ™ 
□T’5XP3’X pD DOPE) 3P3 3RD ]3X3 IX P3’1D D’J ”3^ 
P3p53”51B1X pPDJPB DPJ’X ]D3’3D’1X OKI 
0N3 TR .D3R33KD X ]X ,]D”p3P51PB J3X ]D0XW»”!< 
’’ITX .Dp5’15P!PPJ’13’3 DP3 pPll ]3’31PP11S 
DDJip TR .3JXDIP3RD DIP 5XBR3RJ 3’B qPDl? 
.DRBDRp 3JH ’n ’nx DpJIS ,,"px5XDRB" P’P B’1 
PR " DR1WPB" 3P3 .D’R pR IPDJPD 3P3 ’ll ’1™ Dp^5 
»P’3DPB”5© PJP’ T’R .13R ”3P5RB px .S’,S'9 

."qR3" qBK "3P53’B" T3RB D3X IX D3XB DXH
'je^h Aff^s


